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Title word cross-reference

#14 [2267]. #15949 [870]. #4059 [1240]. #8373 [2091].

(0, 1) [1052]. (0, s) [2524, 2908]. (a^n - 1)/(a - 1) [916]. (j, c) [729]. (n^2 \alpha) [2477]. (n^k \alpha) [2478]. (n\alpha) [2477]. (t, m, s) [2035, 2868, 2041, 2340]. (t, s) [2619, 2035, 2331, 2868, 2041]. (X^2 - Y^2)^{1/2} [489]. 0.1(0 \times 1)0 \times 9 [139]. 1 [736, 874, 2821, 171, 711, 2943, 2945]. 1, 2, 3 [3456]. 1.13198824... [2501]. 10, 000 [282]. $10.00 [168]. 10^{2857} [2472]. 10^{1035} [2033]. 1200\mu [3102]. 128 [3128]. 13 [270]. 16 [270]. 2 [2821, 2110, 928, 3067, 2486, 2801, 2947]. 2, 000 [86]. $24.95 [2078]. 2^{-31} - 1 [836, 929]. 2^{15} [2128]. 2^{31} - 1 [3506, 801, 972, 1005, 1193, 1194]. 2^{31} - 69 [3351]. 2^{32} - 1 [1085]. 2^n [1470, 2228]. 2^n [1313, 1476, 1722]. 2^k [2600]. 2^{k-1} [2600]. 2^p [3215]. 2^n - 1 [2260]. 3 [1777, 3633]. 32 [3588]. 4 [270]. 48 [245]. 5 [270]. $52.95 [3556]. 64
\[a = \pm 2^q \pm 2^r\] \[\{ a_n \} \quad \lambda \{ b_n \} \quad \{ a_n(j+\tau)^2 \} \]

\[\phi(\lambda|x^n) \quad \chi^2 \quad D \quad d^2 \quad e \quad f \quad \Gamma \quad j \quad K \quad L \quad \lambda \quad M \quad N \quad \phi(0) \quad P \quad \pi \quad \pi \quad q \quad S \quad \sigma \quad \sqrt{2} \quad \sum a_n/n \quad T \quad U \quad X(1+i) = AX(1+i) \mod 2^3 1 \quad x^2 \mod N \quad X_{n+1} = ax_n + b_n \quad \mod p \quad (a+x) \sin(bx) \mod 1 \quad Z/nZ \quad Z_p \quad [2650].

-g**{adic} \[3306, 445, 444, 2358]. \quad -biased \[1900]. \quad -Bit \[3128, 3736, 245]. \quad -concave \[2555]. \quad -D \[3067]. \quad -deformed \[2490]. \quad -dependent \[1900]. \quad -Detection \[3721]. \quad -digit \[270]. \quad -Dimensional \[267, 194, 199, 893, 1509, 1956, 1756, 786, 203, 1303, 2955]. \quad -discrepancy \[2021]. \quad -distributed \[1315]. \quad -Distribution \[943, 1848, 1037]. \quad -distributions \[1797, 2069]. \quad -
\]

Advanced [1447, 1909, 3769, 3933, 3887, 2420, 2495]. Advances [3781, 3799, 3817, 1066, 3879, 2644, 3838, 2663, 3789, 3791, 3844, 3916, 3802].


Affine [3688, 2491]. Against [2831, 3265, 3710, 1325, 3115, 3555, 3700, 3747].


Air [3764, 1867]. AIS [2542, 2413]. AIX [2738]. Akima [755]. al. [895].


algorithm [1708, 555, 1547, 3868]. algorithmische [555]. algorithmischer [1708].


Approximations [143, 2775, 1048, 1001, 2995, 1223, 2964, 3025]. April [3789, 3760, 3799, 3822, 3933, 3877, 3833, 3807, 3808]. Arbitrary [2189, 812, 1525, 3029, 963, 3732, 2976, 197, 1686, 3462, 1282, 694, 3507].

Archimedean [3260]. Architecture [2823, 2770, 3340, 2065, 3251, 3513, 2964, 3025]. Architectures [1447, 3691, 3602]. Area [2823, 2770, 3340, 2065, 3251, 3513, 3720, 1544]. Area-Efficient [2823, 2770, 3340, 2065, 3251, 3513, 3720, 1544].


automorphisms [3620]. Autonomous [3356]. Autoregressive [1693].
available [3120]. Avalanche [3233]. Average
[1757, 2201, 2202, 2616, 2099, 2661, 2108, 2766, 3522, 2393, 3460].
average-case [2108, 3522]. Averages [841]. Averaging [3624, 281]. avoid
[1368, 1579]. Avoided [1165]. Avoiding [3850, 2530, 1777]. AVX [3682].
award [3452]. Aware [1630]. AWC [1865]. AWC/SWB [1865]. AWGN
[2601, 3444].
Experimental [920, 921, 3157, 3272, 3187, 627, 709, 24, 933, 893, 941, 942, 849, 949, 2742, 3699, 791, 3158, 1890, 1708, 175, 7].
Explaining [2905]. Explicit [2275, 3679, 3062, 1763, 1876, 2869, 3049, 1991, 2110, 2726, 2164].
Exploring [193x586] [3699].
Exploitation [3560, 2863].
Exploration [3699].
Exponent [1684, 1801, 743]. Exponential [563, 1872, 2915, 3068, 2295, 1049, 2560, 304, 769, 2482, 2870, 3112, 953, 2809, 3137, 1364, 1289, 344, 658, 2696, 2113, 2378, 1583, 2769, 3517, 330, 1213, 248, 933, 893, 936, 941, 942, 849, 949, 2742, 3699, 791, 3158, 1890, 1708, 175, 7].
Exponentially [212, 3427, 3129, 312, 3172, 224, 3694].
Exponentiation [2701, 2132, 1617].
exponentiations [1550].
exponents [2783].
Expressing [249].
expression [2014].
Extendable [3661].
Extendable-Output [3661].
Extended [2368, 1136, 1483, 2543, 3653, 1517, 1169, 487, 1236, 3827, 1405, 1789, 3433, 473, 3310, 1215, 2425, 2428].
Extending [1159]. Extends [1788].
Extensible [2452, 2731].
Extension [2247, 3459, 3128, 658].
Extensions [615, 898, 2243, 2125].
extensively [1860, 2305].
extracted [3718].
Extracting [2896, 2155, 1723].
Extraction [3286, 3590, 3545].
Extractor [3679, 2456, 3688, 2593, 2581, 2877, 2428, 3371].
Extrapolation [1338]. Extraterrestrial [2047].
Extreme [1677, 8].
Extremely [472, 723, 584, 585, 3480]. extremely-high-throughput [3480].
Face [3238].
Facilities [1594, 344].
Factored [1292].
Factorial [2242].
Factoring [1012, 1150, 1262, 1821, 1737, 2746].
Factorization [1816, 724, 1332, 683, 1163, 1943, 3548].
Factorizations [1032, 1298, 2607].
failure [2382].
fair [2623, 2460, 2995].
Fairfax [3807].
Fairmont [3815].
Fall [135].
Family [3420, 2546, 2715].
Families [3420, 2546, 2715].
Fat [1554].
fat-tailed [1554].
Feasible [3677, 3393, 3572, 1215].
Fault-tolerant [3572, 1215].
Faulty [3625].
Fauro [2676].
FCRC [3856].
FCSR [2820, 3235].
FCSR[s] [3494, 3180].
FDC [1912].
Features [434, 1547].
February [3929, 3865, 3898, 3774].
Feedback [2517, 1183, 1300, 1037, 1492, 2466, 507, 633, 3693, 635, 848, 3450, 1530, 3552, 2677, 3054, 1683, 2017, 940, 329, 3442, 305, 2023, 2658, 1270, 1351, 3633, 1729, 3742, 3674, 1107].
Feeding [3052].
Feinstein [315].
Feistel [3702].
Feistel-inspired [3702].
Feller [3266, 1376].
Fence [3606].
Fermat [3508].
fermions [3572].
ferromagnetic [720].
Festchrift [3923]. Few [2896, 3058, 3029, 2994, 1276].
Few-body [1276].
Fiar [2691].
Fibonacci [2076, 2178, 3641, 1852, 403, 3420, 1921, 247,
1925, 1926, 2026, 2027, 2028, 2793, 1934, 2409, 1739, 1832, 2501, 2290, 2383, 3838, 1609, 1714, 1815, 2154, 2483.

**Field**

Field-programmable [2561].

**Fields**

[135x634] [2561].

**Finalist**

[2458, 2539].

**Finnish**

[704, 719, 515, 1106, 909, 913].

**First-Order**

[1693, 1325].

First-Order [1693, 1325].

**Fisher**

[920, 921, 933, 936, 941, 942, 949].

**Fishman**

[3923].

**Fitting**

[1825].

**Flaws**

[3266].

**Flies**

[253].

**Flying**

[1072, 1175].

**Floating**

[3072, 1690, 2980, 3431, 2016, 3696, 650, 2166, 1826, 693, 2968].

**Floating-Gate**

[3072, 1690, 2980, 3431, 2016, 3696, 650, 2166, 1826, 693, 2968].

**flashing**

[1072, 1175].

**flaw**

[3573].

**flaws**

[3266].

**flying**

[1072, 1175].

**float**

[3486].

**Floating**

[3072, 1690, 2980, 3431, 2016, 3696, 650, 2166, 1826, 693, 2968].

**Floating-Point**

[2016, 650, 2166, 1826, 693].

**flop**

[160].

**Florida**

[3786, 3864, 3756, 3847, 3776].

**flow**

[2995, 1741].

**flow-level**

[2995].

**Fly**

[3224].

**Fock**

[2490].

**folding**

[901, 902, 3720, 2889].

**Fonctions**

[4, 281].

**force**

[3764].

**forced**

[3483].

**forests**

[1846].

**Fork**

[1373, 1795].

**Fork-Join**

[1373, 1795].

**form**

[2592].

**formal**

[2594].

**Formal**

[2010].

**formalism**

[2594].

**Formalization**

[2991].

**Format**

[3176].

**Formation**

[197, 469].

**formes**

[2592].

**Forms**

[823, 1178, 1041, 1098, 948].

**formula**

[3429, 2717].

**Formulae**

[167].

**Formulas**

[391].

**Formulation**

[2098, 977, 688].

**Forsythe**

[615].

**Fortran**


**fortune**

[1781].

**Forty**

[3951].

**Forty-fifth**

[3951].

**Forum**

[2691].

**forward**

[2996, 2963].

**Found**

[1751].

**foundation**

[555].

**Foundations**

[3780, 3783, 3786, 3801, 3806, 3812, 3818, 3828, 3851, 3860, 3864, 3885, 3889, 3935, 3950].

**Four**

[1435, 2359, 1682, 2234, 2029, 2030, 2401, 2580, 2669, 3242].

**Four-Bit**

[1435].

**four-dimensional**

[3242].

**Four-Tap**

[2359].

**Fourier**

[2845, 398, 3585, 3308].

**Fourth**

[3895, 3810, 3825, 3879, 3757].

**FPGA**

[3034, 3040, 3158, 2368, 3403, 2442, 2985, 3413, 3190, 3198, 3299, 3737, 3309, 3740, 3331, 3339, 3224, 2580, 2669, 3352, 3354, 3602, 3640, 3671, 2749, 3144, 3250, 3482].

**FPGA-Based**

[2368, 3224, 3034, 3413, 2749, 3482].

**FPGA-Optimised**

[3354].

**FPGAs**
2224, 1205, 2388, 152, 2303, 1899, 2124, 2433, 2459, 3430, 2713, 1259, 1093,
3299, 3199, 1409, 2129, 2130, 2228, 3081, 3082, 3200, 3085, 2462, 981, 1414, 1591,
2852, 584, 585, 245, 763, 1096, 1337, 3301, 2234, 3201, 3302, 985, 3090, 3202

Generators

[3203, 764, 2018, 2784, 2785, 2857, 2933, 2934, 2469, 1507, 474, 2555, 3438, 3439,
2863, 1800, 2786, 3307, 3440, 3443, 3690, 2139, 2649, 1918, 586, 1597, 634, 3444,
3591, 3208, 1511, 1512, 2239, 2650, 3311, 3447, 1925, 3631, 2325, 3448, 774,
446, 811, 2658, 775, 1053, 3314, 899, 813, 3315, 814, 3213, 987, 1219, 3319, 644,
3114, 3596, 3010, 2157, 3219, 1432, 160, 481, 515, 3328, 945, 1615, 3115, 3740,
2336, 2487, 2046, 1273, 782, 603, 2488, 1939, 3331, 605, 362, 3454, 1617, 2952,
2807, 2808, 2954, 1619, 3549, 687, 3670, 2955, 690, 1730, 2341, 3342, 482, 3457].

Generatoren [1026, 1028]. Generators [1365, 2507, 2262, 2754, 290, 2076,
2178, 2894, 3260, 1447, 3562, 3704, 3153, 3038, 2603, 2266, 3040, 2687, 2989,
506, 2086, 3748, 3385, 1561, 2186, 3494, 2090, 878, 1378, 3270, 3612, 2761,
2900, 3045, 2094, 881, 882, 3046, 1180, 2367, 884, 3277, 2369, 1183, 1244, 1300,
3055, 2831, 398, 2520, 1659, 3169, 1464, 1868, 1305, 1662, 1869, 2195, 3058,
3060, 3505, 3506, 3734, 2614, 703, 3509, 1308, 1987, 2105, 2106, 1388, 1309,
1575, 1997, 3410, 2620, 2910, 3511, 746, 801, 972, 1005, 1085, 1476, 1196, 705,
1088, 1772, 1480, 2914, 299, 750, 751, 1775, 2701, 2702, 2841, 3512, 3576].

Generators [3579, 2002, 2005, 2119, 2989, 3070, 3736, 2990, 2219, 2537, 2011,
2846, 842, 3296, 276, 323, 2639, 2306, 2131, 3586, 2542, 547, 2543, 1503, 1210,
1341, 1342, 1694, 2137, 2236, 2311, 2317, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2464, 2465, 2466,
2550, 2645, 2646, 2932, 2998, 3000, 3204, 3436, 3629, 3749, 3686, 1693, 3207,
2647, 2860, 2861, 3097, 3528, 3308, 2318, 1596, 2405, 3590, 353, 3692, 3693,
1152, 1154, 1804, 1806, 2721, 2653, 3102, 1603, 2657, 3593, 1430, 1514, 1516,
1709, 1265, 2150, 2563, 2729, 1812, 2570, 2664, 3540, 719, 849, 595, 639, 776,
777, 3539, 1817, 3662, 3325, 1355, 3012, 1934]. Generators

[1057, 1727, 3666, 414, 1435, 3335, 3336, 3337, 3338, 2052, 3118, 784, 2577, 3120,
1620, 3339, 2053, 3225, 1065, 2413, 2579, 2957, 2167, 556, 2421, 2423, 525, 2587,
2588, 2346, 2812, 1363, 1541, 1738, 1958, 1111, 3354, 559, 2749, 3027, 1626,
1627, 2173, 1835, 2752, 3699, 787, 1284, 2070, 2432, 2598, 422, 1631, 423, 484,
3603, 828, 1635, 2359, 1026, 1118, 1172, 1286, 1288, 1445, 3560, 2600, 1843, 2434,
3034, 3035, 3702, 1233, 1371, 1291, 3641, 488, 3561, 2079, 3488, 2081, 1640, 3037,
1642, 2265, 3381, 3564, 3676, 2268, 3489, 3567, 1028, 2970, 3490, 3610, 3263].

generators [3154, 1971, 3677, 3041, 1646, 1121, 2827, 1029, 2828, 1177, 1973, 1650, 2606,
2689, 2974, 2365, 883, 1459, 1653, 2829, 1179, 701, 3050, 3613, 1860, 3053, 3571,
3402, 1861, 2099, 2190, 535, 2191, 1865, 2100, 2192, 1000, 1866, 3168, 2279, 1304, 1465, 1466, 3170, 1385, 1462, 1463, 3405, 1567, 1663, 2692, 2833, 3059, 3171, 1306, 1386, 618, 2834, 3173, 3174, 1571, 401, 1387, 2695, 2199, 2200, 2446, 1469, 3177, 1389, 1390, 1472, 1671, 1311, 2836, 1880, 1881, 1996, 2112, 2209, 2286, 2287, 2376, 2521, 2522, 1678, 1132, 1770, 836, 928, 929, 1193, 1194, 1313.


generators [2136, 2138, 2232, 2233, 2312, 2314, 2315, 2397, 2398, 2546, 2548, 2642, 2715, 2779, 2855, 2997, 2999, 3305, 1504, 3716, 1097, 2854, 3093, 3205, 2237, 1695, 3094, 1151, 1263, 846, 2558, 3737, 3306, 3002, 3099, 1212, 2141, 2649, 1921, 2023, 3529, 3209, 3531, 439, 440, 476, 511, 1599, 1703, 1922, 1924, 2722, 2652, 3100, 2323, 2561, 2792, 2793, 3532, 3592, 1705, 1927, 2324, 2326, 2724, 2938, 3003, 1706, 1809, 772, 3104, 3005, 3313, 2727, 2798, 1708, 1606, 447, 3595, 3211, 3660, 1711, 594, 3099, 3215, 2151, 640, 1103, 1270, 1522, 2483, 2566, 2633, 1523, 1718].

generators [1719, 3113, 2800, 3320, 3321, 601, 2486, 2802, 2871, 2947, 3324, 1614, 1105, 1272, 1356, 1433, 1721, 1722, 2045, 1357, 2048, 3329, 2948, 1106, 2051, 820, 2337, 1062, 1529, 855, 1063, 2249, 2055, 1535, 1825, 1361, 1438, 1732, 2810, 3601, 2580, 2669, 1733, 2415, 3344, 3723, 260, 2168, 1949, 1734, 3463, 2743, 2424, 3639, 1278, 3465, 2585, 2586, 2425, 3320, 2256, 2591, 2747, 2883, 2962, 2963, 3022, 3349, 3469, 3470, 1623, 1833, 1957, 3023, 3602, 3640, 3355, 2885, 2592, 2428, 2593, 1625, 962, 2750, 2678, 2751, 3359, 1068, 2066, 1069, 3727, 2174, 1836, 3475, 1743, 2597, 2071, 2176].

generators [1962, 454, 3361, 2260, 2967, 3363, 3700, 2683, 3253, 3254, 3673, 3370, 3371, 2273, 3092, 3206, 394, 504]. generators-part [2585]. Generazione [964].

Genetic [2537, 2630, 2631, 628, 672, 2928, 3894, 2812, 2888, 2092, 2830, 2652, 3538, 3906].

Gentle [2956, 2438, 2795]. Genuine [3550, 2817]. Geographic [2273].


inverted [2040], invertible [3479, 3557], Inverting [319, 2931].
Investigating [409], investigations [1627, 1632, 2097, 1708].
Investing [3657], invitation [3764], Invited [2450, 1596].
Involving [195, 337, 338], Irrational [2440, 449, 2062, 1493].
ISAAC [2433], ISBN [3587, 3556], Ising
[2268, 2099, 1489, 1585, 2250, 2424]. Island [3788, 3786, 3927].
isotropic [530], Isotopic [530]. ISSAC [3852], ISSAC'93 [3835], Issue [3581, 2278].
Issues [3059, 1984], J [870, 1240, 2902, 1041, 1497, 1010, 1054, 910].
J. [168], J3Gen [3594], jaguar [3863]. James [2438, 2795, 2956].
Jansson [504, 394], January [3792, 3874, 2006]. Japan [3821], Japanese [1932, 165].
Java [2758, 2369, 3516, 2787, 3663, 3013]. Java-implemented [3013].
JavaTalk [2308], Jersey [3950]. Jitter [3375, 3376]. JMASM1 [2618], jobs [1795].
jobstreams [958], John [1484, 1496, 1772, 2872, 3761]. Join [1373, 1795].
Joint [324, 3894], Jonathan [3751], Jordan [721], Jordanscher [721].
Jose [3937], Joseph [259], Joy [3031], Jr [168], Julius [2610], July
[3835, 3859, 3775, 3753, 3852, 3873, 3927, 3769, 3894, 3841].
Jump [2989, 3070, 3071], June [3848, 3899, 3914, 3928, 3937, 3951, 3764, 3906, 3868, 3945, 3823, 3779, 3753, 3934, 3762, 3853, 3880, 3927, 3892, 3841, 3854, 3881].
Jungles [2335], Juniper [3733], Justification [2195, 987].
Kakutani [3216], kappa [3604]. KASUMI [2541], Keccak [3496]. KENO
[2050], KENO-Va [2050], kernel [2943]. Kernels [2944, 1954].
Key [3374, 3265, 2722, 3051, 3283, 890, 2455, 2850, 2935, 1604, 2031, 1516, 2489, 1942, 1631, 3043, 3393, 2392, 3314, 1931, 3115].
Key-Stream [3374]. Keys
[3703, 3514, 1604, 3695, 3733, 2880]. keystream [3187, 3458], keystreams
[1769]. Khintchine [2638], Kie [3794, 3835], Kinderman [2813]. kinetic
[3653]. Kingston [3884]. KISS [3311, 3455], Klomov [2826], Kloosterman
[1766], Kloosterman-type [1766]. KMCLib [3653], Known
[1810, 3279, 2286, 783], Knoxville [3796]. Knuth [1700, 679, 716, 3668].
Kochen [3485], Koen [2977], Koksma [2007], Kolmogorov
[63, 399, 71, 1135, 769, 2720, 97, 818, 188, 3461]. Kong [3897], Kongruenz
[1026], Kongruenz-Generatoren [1026], konvexe [32], konvexer [721].
Korea [3907], Körper [32], Kreyszig [1909]. krigen [3500], kriwoi [34].
Kronecker [3499], KY [3919].

L [531, 580, 622], Laboratory [3752, 3754], Lag [595]. Lagged
[2076, 2178, 1921, 2026, 2027, 2028, 1934, 3641, 2206, 1132, 1926, 2793, 1925].
Lagged-Fibonacci \[1921, 2026, 2027, 2028, 3641, 1926, 2793, 1925\].

Lagrange \[1665\]. Lai \[3310\]. Lake \[3847, 3854\]. Lamar \[2928\]. lamp \[2725\].

Landau \[691, 1109\]. language \[3716\]. languages \[3700\]. Laning \[168\].

Lansing \[3768\]. Laplace \[2526, 669, 3008, 3223\]. laptops \[2273\]. Large \[3752, 3269, 3505, 3506, 841, 669, 26, 2860, 2149, 185, 3220, 1531, 2971, 2833, 3059, 3171, 1323, 64, 73, 244, 95, 3737, 1055, 606, 230\]. Large-Order \[3505, 3506\]. Large-Scale \[3752, 185, 2149, 2971, 95, 3737\]. large-size \[73\].

largely \[963\]. Laser \[3222, 3292, 3307, 3468, 3249\]. Lasers \[3108, 3135, 3240\].

Last \[2170\]. Latin \[2332\]. LatMRG \[2135\]. Lattice \[532, 568, 1976, 2901, 2441, 702, 2617, 2837, 2301, 1470, 1767, 1310, 1311, 1133, 2530, 3423, 3424, 2921, 1139, 1140, 2452, 3196, 2228, 674, 710, 2231, 2339, 2397, 2467, 2545, 3304, 2468, 2552, 1918, 850, 2943, 2945, 1062, 3018, 3125, 3462, 2252, 1833, 3742, 392, 455, 3687\].
lattice-based \[3742\]. lattice-bases \[1139\]. lattice-sublattice \[3196\]. lattices \[2100, 2780, 2808\].

Lausanne \[3925\]. lava \[2725\]. LavaRnd \[2572\].

Law \[3401, 3220, 1531, 2175, 3062, 2696, 3183, 15, 197, 2117, 244, 16, 3105, 783, 2339, 3387, 3266, 3076, 2940, 885\].

Laws \[841, 1501, 2736, 562\].

Laxenburg \[3829\]. LC \[2875\]. LCG \[2617\]. LCGs \[2211, 2522, 2234\].

Leading \[2925, 618, 1038\]. leads \[1855\]. leads-to \[1855\]. Leakage \[2430\].

Leap \[3251, 2287\]. leap-frog \[2287\]. learnability \[2177\]. Learning \[3127, 1949\]. Least \[736, 533, 104, 1408\].

Least-Remainder \[104\]. leave \[3733\]. Lecons \[4\]. Lecture \[3587\]. Lectures \[262, 4\]. L’Ecuyer \[1439\]. Lee \[487\].

Left \[3453, 1947, 460\]. Left-Shift \[1947\]. legacy \[3710\]. Legal \[2691\].

Legge \[16\]. legli \[15\]. Lehmer \[1662, 2199, 2200, 748, 3586, 894, 246, 2157, 481, 2059, 231\].


lengths \[2821, 1977\]. Less \[736, 874, 2936\]. Lesson \[1724\]. lessons \[3733\]. Letter \[466, 1204, 1803, 2954, 484\]. letters \[2872\]. leurs \[3\]. Level \[3568, 2480, 1126, 2995, 1790, 3011, 2740\]. Lewis \[743\]. Lexington \[3919\].

Leydold \[2092\]. LFSR \[2275, 3732, 3166, 2398, 3314, 3721, 3251\].

LFSR-Based \[3721\]. Libgcrypt \[3081\]. Liblice \[3762\]. libraries \[2123\].

Library \[3386, 3708, 1035, 1307, 1199, 2550, 2646, 2932, 3000, 2647, 2144, 1441, 1557, 1638, 3384, 3566, 3567, 3609, 2824, 3282, 3181, 3575, 3682, 2844, 2999, 2475, 2476\]. Lie \[1936\]. Life \[2361, 3547\]. light \[3468\]. Lightweight \[3692, 3363\]. Like \[2691, 469, 2031, 3634, 3356\]. Likelihood \[2290, 1003, 1131\].

Limit \[698, 1239, 2444, 1473, 2526, 3587, 3446, 2940, 2158, 2809, 2344, 3476, 562, 63, 2987, 3297, 1701, 3445, 3566, 410, 2728, 1162, 188, 2096\]. limiting \[1708\]. Limits \[618, 85, 38, 2258, 2352\]. Lin \[2779\]. Lindberg \[1376\]. Line \[2101, 2688, 439, 440, 3225\]. linéaire \[1339\]. linéaires \[2486, 2801\]. Linear \[393, 2894, 1377, 2517, 2831, 1980, 924, 3508, 2287, 2288, 1082, 1083, 1084,

Linear-Algebra \[1816\]. linear-complexity \[1519\]. linear-size \[3610\]. Linearly \[978\]. linearization \[3674\]. Lineare \[1026\]. linearer \[978\]. linearization \[3674\]. Linearization \[1026\]. linearer \[978\]. linearization \[3674\]. Linearly \[3151, 3261, 3130, 1955\]. Link \[3212\]. linkage \[3774\]. links \[2008\]. Linux \[2917, 3123\]. LISA \[3855\]. List \[654, 1933, 1728\]. list-update \[1933\]. Lists \[922, 877\]. Littlewood \[1911\]. LLL \[2921\]. LLL-spectral \[2921\]. LLRANDOM \[631\]. Lmcgrid \[3148\]. Load \[2210\]. loaded \[2460\]. Loads \[3052\]. Local \[3562, 3269, 715, 590, 1346, 1513, 1602, 1817, 3488, 1328, 3002, 1162\]. Locality \[3562, 3488\]. localization \[1649, 3280\]. Log \[740, 2449, 2344, 1078, 1897, 2453\]. log-concave \[1078, 1897, 2453\]. Log-Normal \[740\]. Logarithm \[2839, 2662, 2175, 3383, 244, 2809\]. Logarithmic \[867, 3603, 990\]. logarithmically \[980\]. logarithms \[1368, 1259\]. logic \[1855, 3290\]. logiciel \[1339\]. Logistic \[3276, 3008, 2046, 3160\]. logspace \[1372, 1642\]. logspace-hard \[1372\]. lois \[783\]. London \[3587\]. Long \[3562, 880, 1864, 1466, 1758, 2374, 3191, 438, 2472, 1810, 1356, 1958, 1285, 3488, 2974, 1304, 2613, 2692, 1390, 1475, 753, 2304, 2643, 1924, 2033, 2947, 687, 2682\]. long-cycle \[2613, 2692\]. Long-Period \[880, 3191, 1958, 2974, 1475, 753, 2947, 687, 2682\]. Long-Range \[2374, 1466, 1758, 1304, 1390\]. Longest \[2472\]. Longest-period \[2472\]. Look \[3165, 3511, 774, 824\]. Look-Up \[3165, 774, 824\]. Lookup \[812\]. Loop \[838\]. loops \[3124\]. Lorentzian \[666\]. Loss \[3681\]. lot \[3258\]. Lottery \[3683\]. Louis \[3818\]. Louisiana \[3815\]. Lovasz \[1998\]. Low \[3562, 1851, 1868, 2905, 2622, 3308, 1217, 1348, 1714, 2153, 2330, 2159, 1542, 1739, 1832, 3148, 3488, 2828, 1379, 879, 1648, 1753, 3168, 2920, 3073, 3302, 985, 1418, 2468, 2717, 2786, 3099, 3594, 3448, 1713, 2246, 3546, 2061, 2075\]. low-cost \[3594, 3448\]. Low-Degree \[3308\]. low-dimensional \[1753, 2075\]. Low-Dimensionality \[2905\]. Low-Discrepancy \[2622, 2153, 2330, 1542, 1851, 1217, 1348, 1714, 879, 1648, 2920, 2468, 2717, 1713, 3546, 2061\]. low-dispersion \[1348\]. Low-Order \[1868, 1379\]. low-power \[3168\]. Lower \[1673, 2281, 1411, 1520, 2674, 1878, 3015\]. Lowness \[3683\]. LP \[2362, 1948\]. LPRng \[2479, 2049\]. LR \[1506\]. LSI \[1130\]. LT \[3277\]. Luby
M [997, 1913, 69, 3102, 997, 1913, 3243]. M. [315, 389]. M/M/1 [1913].
M/M/m [997]. M/PH/1 [3243]. MA [3928, 3890]. Mach [3054]. Machine
[149, 2691, 140, 894, 3685, 816, 164, 3707, 753, 470, 2149, 3334, 190].
Machine-independent [894, 753]. Machinery [3752]. Machines
Made [1477, 1793]. Madland [3667]. Magma [3397].
Mainly [307, 442]. main [3318].
[2367, 3888, 3846, 3148]. Managing [3665]. Manhattan [3586]. MANIAC
[1173]. Manipulating [540]. Manipulation [3649]. mantissa [650, 990].
[2153, 2643, 1164, 652]. Map [3276, 3481, 3690, 2046, 3229]. Maple [1909].
Mapping [3339, 1007, 3429]. Mappings [3147, 2708]. Maps
[2557, 3259, 2897, 3160, 846, 3319]. March
[3754, 3810, 3929, 3790, 3782, 3940, 3756, 3840, 3913]. Marginal [2189, 1799].
Margins [2515]. margins [2253]. Marinucci [3587]. Mark [3797].
Markov [210, 1072, 1175, 2193, 3284, 932, 502, 645, 692, 1746]. marks [2269].
Marotto [3422]. Marriott [3803, 3776, 3891, 3785, 3832]. MARS [2458].
Marsaglia [3258, 2265, 2761, 1310, 1311, 1326, 2024, 2045, 1059, 3699, 3727].
Marshall [2843]. Martuljek [3861]. Maryland [3814, 3904]. mashinakh
[346]. masked [3578]. mass [721, 1552]. Massachusetts [3770]. Massen
Mathematica [3535, 3595, 2054]. Mathematical
[3708, 3760, 3826, 3755, 3775, 3779, 1205, 1206, 95, 3587, 3757, 247, 1053, 3662, 2335, 3759, 54, 56, 3766, 3865, 3556, 915, 456, 485, 234, 700, 1192, 2409, 207].
Mathematical-Function [3708]. Mathematicians [2574]. Mathematics
[2361, 3760, 2760, 3755, 3775, 890, 3952, 1909, 3922, 3767, 137, 3751, 1703, 3774]. mathématiques [3757]. MathLink [2089]. MATLAB [3078, 3106, 2818].
Matrices [2275, 1153, 3024, 1234, 1586, 1101]. Matrix
Maximal [181, 1575, 1414, 810, 903, 2677, 1671, 2703, 3541, 3235].
Maximal-Length [903, 1414]. Maximally [3736, 2136, 2398]. Maximum
[1245, 1003, 1131, 2215, 2775, 1720, 1858, 2994, 83, 1955, 3030].
[3788, 3793, 3798, 3804, 3809, 3814, 3825, 3834, 3843, 3848, 3856, 3857, 3875, 3882, 3895, 3904, 3918, 3944, 3758, 3846]. mbedTLS [3728]. MC [2230].
[3745]. microprocessors [813]. Microscopy [1725]. Microsoft
[3883, 2403, 2655, 2656, 2687, 3103, 3104, 1630]. mid [93]. mid-square [93].
[62, 146, 387, 2576, 166, 1198]. Milwaukee [3851]. MIMD [1433]. MIMO
[3473]. min [1426, 2581, 2877]. min-entropies [2581, 2877]. min-max
minicomputer-based [1112]. Minimal
[2893, 1400, 1388, 2576, 166, 1198]. minimization [3221, 1741].
Minimum [1853, 2624]. Mining [3514]. Minkowski [1117, 1139, 1140].
Minkowski-reduced [1117, 1139]. Minneapolis [3851]. Minnesota
[3846, 3878]. Miscellaneous [701, 800, 639, 696]. Miscellaneous [3750]. Mises
[2067]. Misson [3929]. Missouri [3818]. MISTY [2634, 2541].
MISTY-Type [2541]. misunderstandings [1253]. Mitchell [1631]. mittels
[978, 1841]. Mixed [290, 323, 817, 945]. Mixing [1264, 553, 1679, 1203, 3464].
MIXMAX [3670]. Mixture [1454, 1095, 2077, 1016, 3127].
mixture-of-subsets [3127]. Mixture-plus-Acceptance-Rejection [1095].
[3084, 2574, 3085]. Model [2823, 3624, 184, 53, 2959, 1442, 3148, 792, 2268,
3677, 3388, 1121, 2608, 3646, 2098, 2099, 1489, 2995, 1700, 3592, 3318, 1941,
2250, 2251, 3127, 2424, 1552, 3146, 1554]. Model-Based [3624]. Modeling
[1561, 2189, 3896, 3686, 3012, 1725, 3605, 1011, 1593, 2463, 2929, 226, 1544].
Modelirovanie [346]. modélisation [1544]. modelled [3043]. Modelling
[2741, 3865, 1129, 1188]. Models [495, 1693, 1813, 2077, 3577, 932, 3076,
1789, 2717, 3776, 958, 2253, 2068, 3701, 1964]. Modern
[3374, 3764, 3705, 1128, 2384, 3917, 3609, 3769]. modification [1699, 1563].
Modified [994, 3276, 2110, 414, 2675, 995, 316, 2228, 3694, 191].
Modified-Logistic [3276]. Modular
[2701, 2919, 1157, 2493, 1396, 2132, 3098, 2797]. Modulated [2875].
modulator [3054]. Module [2922, 3157]. Modules [2571, 3750]. moduli
[2365, 2100, 1661, 1306, 1323, 2323, 2792, 3215]. Modulo
[2066, 247, 364, 368, 229, 2079, 928, 1253, 1316, 301, 711, 2642, 2855, 2486,
2947, 1722, 1440, 5, 2940]. Modulus [3506, 801, 972, 1005, 1085, 1476, 2053,
556, 2882, 2600, 1470, 1576, 1580, 1673, 1674, 1762, 1875, 1876, 2109, 2110,
2280, 2281, 1312, 836, 929, 1193, 1194, 1313, 2128, 2228, 764, 3306, 2482, 2870,
1737, 2746, 3350, 3351, 3138, 3139, 3360, 2260]. Molecular [2508, 3714, 1893].
molecular-dynamics [1893]. Moment [1853, 1034, 1569, 2242, 720].
Moment-Generating [1853]. Moments [754, 3420, 3429, 2127, 1220].
Monaco [3892]. Monica [3755]. monitoring [3225]. Monkey [1804, 2045].
Monkeying [2865]. Monographs [3556]. Monotone
[1077, 329, 2864, 2122, 2992, 3522]. Monotonicity [1086]. Monster [2472].
Monite [3764, 176, 2438, 111, 3931, 3897, 1585, 3920, 630, 3926, 3303, 2795,
3853, 3873, 3880, 3901, 3911, 2245, 2050, 98, 187, 2956, 3892, 1828, 1742, 1173,
Number-theoretic numbers.

Oscillator-Based

Oscillators

Other

Otherwise

Ottawa

Output

Overview

Oxford

P

P-RnaPredict

P. PA

Package

Packings

Pad

Pages

Pair

Pair-wise

Pairs

Pairwise

Palace

Palasti

Palo

Paper

Papers

Papoulis

Paragon

Parallel

Parameter

Parametric

Paris

Park

Patching

Passage

Passau

Passive

Password

Patchwork

Partitioning

Partitions

parts

PASCAL

Pass [2651]

Passau [3933]

Passive [3039, 3594]

Password [1819, 1422]

past [3303]

Patchwork

Patchwork-Verwerfung

path
prime-power [2482]. Primes [2102, 916]. Primitive
[2078, 3952]. Principle [3645, 3414]. Principles
[3834, 178, 797, 1302, 2611, 2979, 835, 2311, 3927, 3867, 2573, 1484, 1496, 1497].
Primes [2102, 916]. Primitive
[2078, 3952]. Principle [3645, 3414]. Principles
[3834, 178, 797, 1302, 2611, 2979, 835, 2311, 3927, 3867, 2573, 1484, 1496, 1497].
[1604, 2087]. Prize [2778]. PRNG [3681, 2772, 3594, 2660]. PRNGlib [2144].
Probabilistic [1773, 900, 3231, 1551, 1858, 1299, 2384, 1685, 1700, 2864, 446, 555, 2594, 3779, 384, 2564].
Probabilities [927, 1083, 1531, 3707, 3, 2994, 138].
Probability [3730, 1845, 291, 3764, 3706, 2096, 167, 1983, 3065, 81, 300, 1213, 638, 549, 2565, 355, 1104, 1612, 2665, 2573, 2044, 1160, 2158, 516, 259, 205, 3831, 885, 3765, 149, 1303, 1079, 3932, 15, 2117, 376, 1412, 253, 1518, 648, 555, 2594, 3779, 384, 2564].
Probable [1, 946, 2, 2097, 1757, 1412]. probabilistic [553]. Probably [1294].
Problem [2093, 3271, 51, 2839, 299, 1424, 383, 3662, 1735, 1562, 2759, 925, 3194, 935, 186].
180, 3306, 3309, 1597, 3208, 3100, 3592, 3631, 2325, 281, 3448, 2727, 2798, 447, 775, 3660, 2941, 1711, 3315, 2241, 680, 779, 780, 781, 1158, 3319, 1526, 413, 2246, 481, 255, 1055, 328, 3115, 3116, 647, 782, 648, 3722, 3331, 3547.

pseudo [947, 2952, 856, 690, 607, 3457, 3458, 2581, 2251, 1167, 341, 557, 3229, 2170, 2345, 2499, 2672, 163, 2348, 191, 1544, 3355, 3134, 2428, 3672, 3357, 1069, 3141, 2887, 2966, 1443, 3479, 3557, 3145, 3365, 2819, 3482, 3253, 3701, 3370, 3371, 430, 463, 624, 357, 613].

test-aleatoire [1121].


Pseudo-random [2859, 2558, 1800, 3306, 3309, 3208, 3100, 3592, 3631, 2325, 281, 447, 775, 3660, 2941, 1711, 3315, 2241, 680, 779, 780, 781, 1158, 413, 2246, 481, 255, 1055, 328, 3115, 3116, 647, 782, 648, 3722, 3547, 2952, 856, 3457, 3458, 2581, 1167, 341, 557, 3229, 2170, 2345, 2499, 2672, 163, 191, 3134, 2428, 1069, 3141, 2887, 2966, 1443, 3479, 3557, 3145, 3365, 3482, 3370, 3371, 613, 357].


Pseudorandom

pseudorandom

pseudorandom

pseudorandom-number

pseudorandomness

pseudosuchainykh [346].  PSI [1394].  PUB [1819].  Public


random

random-access [3075].
Random-Bit [1381, 535].
Random-dierence [19].
Random-Number

Random-Start [3216].
Random-Variate [2879].
random-walk [2251].
randomised [1846].
Randomized [1998, 2622, 3421, 1333, 1792, 2716, 1711, 2150, 2247, 2644, 3303, 684].
randomizer [1473].
Randomly [843, 2041, 649, 2161, 1442, 21, 1794, 3304].
randomly-shifted [3304].
Randomness

RANEXP [1890].
RANF [1093].
Range [2374, 8, 399, 1304, 1466, 1758, 1390, 2291, 1356].
RANGEN [2618].
ranges [2417].
Rank [998, 1325, 2924, 3687, 2943, 2945, 3017].
rank- [2943, 2945].
Rank-1 [2924, 3687].
Rank-based [1325].
Ranking [2090, 3743, 2117, 3538].
Sequences

\[ \{3372, 2893, 2080, 3151, 3261, 829, 264, 1456, 999, 1071, 179, 1378, 1851, 880, 2096, 181, 370, 459, 570, 3278, 537, 2445, 1573, 1081, 2524, 2908, 1088, 838, 2912, 2628, 141, 404, 499, 242, 324, 3651, 3077, 223, 3091, 438, 3693, 509, 510, 848, 589, 2477, 2478, 794, 1513, 1602, 1264, 810, 2329, 49, 2427, 3477, 13, 1227, 3253, 2261 \}\]

sequences \[ \{1754, 2366, 3049, 1245, 1566, 1756, 1865, 1658, 215, 181, 370, 459, 570, 3278, 537, 2445, 1573, 1081, 2524, 2908, 1088, 838, 2912, 2628, 141, 404, 499, 242, 324, 3651, 3077, 223, 3091, 438, 3693, 509, 510, 848, 589, 2477, 2478, 794, 1513, 1602, 1264, 810, 2329, 49, 2427, 3477, 13, 1227, 3253, 2261 \}\]

Sequential \[ \{2061, 1955, 2063, 2169, 2171, 2257, 3235, 1544, 3137, 483, 2501, 561, 1550, 1443, 269, 3743, 1885, 547, 763, 1096, 119, 490, 1554 \}\]

Serial \[ \{214, 51, 241, 2645, 852, 538, 1774, 116, 172, 405, 433, 1325, 2130, 1158, 1352, 1431, 50 \}\]

Series \[ \{1864, 168, 1693, 3587, 766, 247, 1934, 311, 229, 22, 1105, 19, 1554 \}\]

Serpent \[ \{2458, 2539 \}\]

Server \[ \{2608, 2698, 1935 \}\]

Serpent-\[ \{2605, 930, 2383, 2151, 2814, 1450, 707, 21, 156, 158, 1721, 648, 35 \}\]

SETA \[ \{3919, 3907 \}\]

Sets \[ \{2507, 2622, 3086, 3091, 2310, 360, 1542, 2679, 2081, 344, 1753, 41, 2376, 139, 273, 1780, 2296, 3869, 2121, 2545, 2468, 2552, 721, 1217, 1269, 1713, 1714, 2801, 2946, 602, 947, 2075, 3086 \}\]

Setting \[ \{3241, 3434 \}\]

seventeenth \[ \{3788 \}\]

Seventh \[ \{1909, 3874, 3848 \}\]

Several \[ \{1860, 1787, 2305, 3528, 1467, 640, 990 \}\]

SFQ \[ \{3252 \}\]

SHA \[ \{3661 \}\]

SHA-3 \[ \{3661 \}\]

Shadowing \[ \{1679 \}\]

Shamir \[ \{2826 \}\]

Shape \[ \{800, 695, 832, 696 \}\]

Shapes \[ \{3576, 2803, 3419 \}\]

Shapiro \[ \{3739 \}\]

Shared \[ \{2430, 1754 \}\]

Sharing \[ \{2031, 1942, 2995, 3243 \}\]

Shell \[ \{2737 \}\]

Shenzhen \[ \{3940 \}\]

Sheraton \[ \{3787 \}\]

Sherif \[ \{2057 \}\]

Sherman \[ \{126 \}\]

Shewhart \[ \{1171 \}\]

Shift \[ \{2517, 1183, 1300, 1081, 1006, 1037, 2912, 404, 1008, 1492, 2466, 507, 633, 635, 848, 478, 3450, 1530, 2340, 1947, 3552, 1541, 3354, 2677, 2359, 2362, 1242, 3054, 1475, 706, 1683, 2223, 981, 2017, 329, 3442, 305, 1598, 1702, 2023, 1270, 1351, 1521, 1271, 2943, 3633, 1107, 1729, 2055, 3360, 3742, 3674 \}\]

Shift-invariant \[ \{2943 \}\]

Shift-Nets \[ \{2340 \}\]

Shift-Register \[ \{1081, 2912, 635, 478, 1541, 1242, 1475, 2223, 981 \}\]

Shift-Register-Sequence \[ \{2359 \}\]

shift-remainder \[ \{1271 \}\]

Shifted \[ \{3227, 3304, 3462 \}\]

Shifts \[ \{2739, 2974, 159 \}\]

shooting \[ \{1652 \}\]

Short
Small-bias [3189]. smaller [2128]. Smart [3692, 3102, 2690, 3933].
Small-World [3189]. small-deviation [3198].
Software/hardware [3527]. SOI [3588]. Sojourn [1955, 2063, 2171, 2169].
Source [1072, 3679, 3195, 3688, 635, 2163, 3750, 1175, 2690, 217, 3426, 3582, 2880]. Sources [1231, 2806, 29, 3286, 3697, 1221, 1283, 1299, 1508, 1802, 3718, 2730, 2254, 3359].
Specker [3485]. Spectral [1659, 750, 751, 1141, 842, 1042, 443, 3215, 2807, 2954, 3250, 2375, 670, 2921, 2300, 2227, 2233, 2674, 2747, 3232, 1280].
Spectrum [2845, 3308, 3667]. Speed [2360, 3191, 3686, 636, 3325, 3222, 100, 3478, 3250, 3644, 2690, 3063, 3177, 2767, 3291, 1686, 117, 2132, 128, 2469, 774, 225, 552, 1164, 2876, 121].
Symposium [374, 3226]. synchronized [1636, 3259, 1940]. Syndrome [2104].
Symmetry [133]. Systematic [2226, 3110, 2800, 910, 911, 2810, 2250].

Systolic [2092, 1236].

T-Concave [2012].
Tabla [133]. Table [1966, 3165, 812, 824, 78, 3671, 1289, 674, 508, 774, 44].
Table-free [1289].
Table-Hadamard [3671]. Table-Lookup [812]. Tables [313, 6, 435, 20, 31, 2397, 2398, 17, 308, 2035, 2484, 134, 189, 68, 49, 69, 23, 46, 72, 113, 114, 169, 170, 1324, 302, 2309, 7, 869, 133].
Tabular [3164].
Tag [3317, 3162, 3448]. Tags [3039, 3328, 3342]. Tail [927, 1083, 669, 1301, 2994, 3445].
tailed [3391, 1554]. Tails [2757, 857, 954, 2984]. Taken [8]. Talk [2450]. tandem [3158].
tangent [1908]. Tap [2359]. taps [2415]. Target [1652]. Targeting [3132, 3677].
Tatzmannsdorf [3779]. Tausworthe [1027, 1756, 1662, 743, 1473, 466, 1038, 1392, 2136, 777, 1015, 515, 1619, 1023, 559, 651]. Tb [3589]. TDIST [2818].
TEA [2830, 2535, 2630, 2631, 2708, 2773, 2659, 2243, 2073]. Teach [2691].
Teaching [3176, 3078]. Technical [2085, 2011, 1806, 2722, 2052, 3865, 3881, 3653, 236, 319, 403, 400].

Twin-floating [3486]. Twist [2588]. Twisted [1705, 1927].

twister [2325, 2691, 2787, 2938, 3327, 3121, 3341, 3599].

twisters [3503].

twisting [1705, 1927].


Two-Sided [3461]. Two-Source [3679, 3688].

Two-Stage [3825].

two-term [3825].

two-sh [2458].

type [176, 199, 2541, 769, 2873, 864, 2173, 3149, 399, 1766, 1135, 351, 684, 3134, 3479, 3557].

types [3528, 562].


Unavoidable [1036]. Unbiased [1072, 1299, 1175, 572]. Unbounded [2909, 2766, 2992]. uncertain [3186]. uncertainty [3896, 1192, 3213].

Unconditional [3099]. Unconstrained [2042]. Uncorrelated [1454, 294].

Uncovering [2409]. Underlying [843]. Understanding [2925, 3665].

unequal [138]. unicorn [3717].


uniform [1226, 2964, 3025, 3602, 913, 5, 1838, 2681, 3281, 2991, 2930, 420, 1277].

uniform-Gaussian [2224]. uniformément [176]. Uniformity [2090, 970, 841, 2645, 484, 2911, 2559, 2147, 1103, 1829].

Uniformly [267, 194, 199, 1690, 1693, 549, 203, 1110, 785, 176, 1467, 2377, 1201, 469, 301, 1258, 2864, 1168, 693, 1443]. uniformly-distributed [176]. Uniforms [1896, 2126, 1629, 1364, 1895, 2127, 2470, 1540].

Unifying [3591]. Unimodal [1077, 2197, 1100]. Unique [3287, 1338, 3143]. unit [424].

units [3264, 3569, 3090, 95, 3537, 3405]. Univariate [1047, 503, 1902, 2555].

Variables

Variance

Variations

Various

Varying

Varyable

Variation

Variational

Variations

Vector

Vectorial

Vectorized

Vectors

Vegas

Verifiable

Verification

Verified

Vermont

Versatile

Verschlusselungsabbildungen

Version

Versions

VAX

VAX-11

Vector

Vector [3494, 1179, 1357]

Vectorized [3741, 1179, 1475, 1357]

Vectors [532, 2189, 2515, 702, 2284, 506, 284, 1020, 3345, 1286, 2362, 568, 2091, 3614, 1756, 2285, 1133, 1201, 1255, 1322, 2231, 1522, 2481, 2808, 608, 1948, 2674]

Vegas [3848, 3889, 3935, 3853]

Verifiable [3678, 3056]

Verification [2770]

Verified [2363, 3728]

Vermont [3860]

Versatile [509]

Verschlusselungsabbildungen [1007]

Version [3561, 998, 1092, 2606, 3000, 3635]
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